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Taking advantage of the additional uniaxial stress present in the nonideal pressure onditions of a Bridgman anvil ell, we demonstrate the
high sensitivity of the physi al properties in CePd2 Si2 to anisotropi strain.
Stress applied along the -axis extends the phase diagram to higher pressures and enhan es the super ondu ting phase emerging around the magneti instability, with a 40% in rease in the maximum super ondu ting
temperature and a doubled pressure range. We dis uss rst the possible
ee t of anisotropi strain on the physi s des ribed only by spin u tuations. However, the pressure dependen e of the resistivity suggests a more
omplex ground state around the quantum riti al point, where the Kondo
and ex ited rystal eld energies intera t.
PACS numbers: 74.70.Tx, 74.62.Fj
1. Introdu tion

Among the heavy fermion super ondu tors, the

ase of CePd2 Si2 has

attra ted mu h interest be ause super ondu tivity is indu ed by pressure in
a narrow window of about 1 GPa around its magneti
pressure

P

' 2:8 GPa, where the antiferromagneti

ollapses to zero.

instability at a

riti al

ordering temperature

In addition, a strikingly temperature rigid non-Fermi

liquid behaviour in resistivity,

onsisting of a power law

extending up to 40 K was found at
of the ground state [1℄.

P



0

/ T 1:2

1:3

, generating interest in the nature

Another investigation, performed in our group,

found a phase diagram expanded to higher pressures, with super ondu tivity
present in a pressure window of 5 GPa and a higher maximum

T

[2℄. As

the two investigations were performed with dierent pressure te hniques,
using either a liquid or a solid as the pressure transmitting medium, we
wondered whether these dieren es were due to the samples or the pressure
quality.
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2. Experimental

This experiment was

arried out in a Bridgman anvil

ell, using a soft

solid (steatite) as a pressure transmitting medium in whi h we suspe t an
additional uniaxial stress along the for e load dire tion. The samples were
extra ted from a tiny single

7560 m) was

(510

to small

rystalline platelet.

A parallelepiped sample

ut into two pie es of length 250

m.

After polishing

7020 m2 ) and spot-welding with 5 m diameter

ross-se tions (

gold wires, the samples had high residual resistivity ratio RRR values of
48 and 103. The samples were mounted in the pressure

ell with the for e

load dire tion (and that of the additive stress) perpendi ular and parallel
to the

-axis and will be referred to as

respe tively. Both samples were
surements, with sample

==(lower RRR) and ? (higher RRR)
DC resistivity mea-

onne ted for four-point

? having additional

onne tions for a

onstantan

resistive heater and a thermo ouple Au/Au-0.07 at.% Fe suitable for
alorimetri

AC

measurements.

3. Results and dis ussion

Sample
stati

? gave rise to a phase diagram similar to that obtained in hydro-

onditions (Fig. 1(a)). The super ondu tivity was limited to the range

P ? ' 2:7GPa, with T ? having a maximum of 375mK
ontrast, the phase diagram of sample == seems to
be stret hed towards higher pressures. TN ollapses at P == = 3:9 GPa with
a riti al behaviour (P
P ? ) , = 0:60  0:05, as distin t from the quasi2.143.25GPa around

(mid-point

riterion). In

linear dependen e in the hydrostati

ase. Super ondu tivity o

tween 2.14 and 5.0 GPa (using a mid-point
value, 520 mK. This value of

T

T

riterion) and

urred be-

rea hed a higher

is obtained in the sample with the larger

residual resistivity, showing that the super ondu tivity enhan ement is not
simply due to an in rease in the ele troni
of

T

oin ides with

P

mean free path. This maximum

, suggesting that this extended super ondu tivity is

still related to the instability.
Subtra ting from
phonon

Tmax ,

(T )

urves a linear term of 0.1

T

thought to be related to the Kondo temperature

a shoulder as ribed to the ex ited
pressures

assumed for the

ontribution, it is possible to dene a maximum at a temperature

P <P

lose to

in amplitude, the CF ex itations not being well-dened.

P

In addition,

. This quasi pressure-independent anomaly at about 100 K

seems to merge with the Kondo peak for pressures
anomaly at

TK .

rystal eld CF levels is visible at low

and identi al values

P and to ollapse
Tmax (P ) shows no

Tmax (P ) in both samples (Fig. 2(a)).

The resistivity was analysed at low temperature in terms of a power
law

(T ) = 0 + AT n

limited to a window of 0.52 K, in order to

data over the entire pressure range. As expe ted, the

oe ient

ompare
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Fig. 1. (a) Phase diagram of the two samples (lled and open symbols for samples
? and == respe tively) pressurised as des ribed in the text.(b) Super ondu ting
transition in resistive and alorimetri measurement for sample ? lose to P .
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Fig. 2. (a) Pressure dependen e of Tmax , the temperature of the maximum in the
magneti part of (T ). The dashed line, whi h qualitatively indi ates the position
of the rystal-eld (CF) ontribution, rosses Tmax lose to P for both samples.
(b) De rease of the resistive oe ient A vs Tmax .
exponent

n

present a sharp maximum and minimum respe tively at

both samples.

A(P )

' 0:2 

The maximum value of
mK

n.

fallen by a fa tor of 100
of

A

P

in

is similar in both samples with

At 7.4 GPa, the

A

oe ient of sample

ompared to its value at

P

? has

. The minimum values

n were 1.32 and 1.42 (0.03) for samples ? and == respe

tively, in good

agreement with previous non-Fermi liquid behaviour previously reported.
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The existen e of bulk super ondu tivity is demonstrated in the sample
by an anomaly in the

alorimetri

is visible only at 2.68 GPa, the

?

signal (Fig. 1(b)). However, this anomaly
losest pressure to

P

, and

ollapses rapidly

in amplitude with in reasing eld, being undete table above 0.5 T. This suggests a non-homogeneous situation in the sample, as suggested by the large

(T ) for pressures away from P . The large initial slopes
eld at P give
6 and 11 T/K for sample ?
) and == (H== ) respe tively, indi ating the anisotropy of the Fermi

transition widths in
of the upper

H

(

?

riti al magneti

velo ity and that heavy quasi-parti les are involved in super ondu tivity.

Tmax of the maximum in the magneti
ontribution to the resistivity is related to the Kondo temperature, TK .
The same value of Tmax for both samples at their respe tive P supports the
idea that Tmax is a reliable hara teristi energy for the instability. The absen e of anomaly in Tmax (P ) at P indi ates that quasi-parti les bands are
As suggested earlier, the temperature

still formed at the instability whi h should be treated in terms of u tuations
at a quantum

riti al point (QCP). Considering only spin u tuations, the

usual model predi ts, in the vi inity of the QCP,

(T; P ) /

T d=2

TN (P ) / (P

P )2=d

d is the dimensionality of spin u tuations.
exponent 0:60  0:05 obtained for sample == and the slight dieren
where

and

The

TN

e in the

minimum of resistivity exponent obtained between the two samples suggests
that applying



along the

-axis restores a 3D spin-u tuation spe trum.

If these u tuations are at the origin of super ondu tivity, we may wonder
if 3D u tuations are more favourable. However, there are signs that spin
u tuations are not enough to properly des ribe the physi s at this instability. In both of our samples, the QCP o
the

hara teristi

Kondo energy

urred in a pressure domain where

kB TK (TK

/ Tmax) typi ally rea hes the

rystal-eld splitting energy (see Fig. 2(a)). Furthermore, for
is found to behave as

P > P , ln A

ln Tmax with a slope ' 4 (Fig. 2(b)), instead of

the value of 2 expe ted for a normal heavy-fermion regime. This indi ates
the entran e into an intermediate valen e regime. In some
as CeCu2 Ge2 , this regime o

urs for pressures higher than

ompounds su h

P

and seems to

indu es large ee ts on super ondu tivity. In CePd2 Si2 , the existen e of this
valen e regime at

P

requires to

onsider the inuen e of

harge u tuations.
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